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INTRODUCTION

A	 decade	 has	 passed,	 since	 the	 Global	 Financial	

Crisis	(GFC)	in	2008	triggering	liquidity	problems		

in	 the	 United	 States	 economy.	 As	 an	 attempt	 to	

stimulate	 the	 economy,	 the	 Fed	maintains	 a	 low-

interest	 rate.	 In	 December	 2008,	 the	 Fed	 cut	 its	

interest	rate	to	the	range	between	0%	and	0.25%,	

and		maintain		the		low-interest		rates		for		a	while.	

To	help	jumpstart	the	economy,	the	Fed	combines	

interest	 	 rate	 	 reduction	 	 and	 	 the	 	 Quantitative	

Easing		(QE)		policy		to		increase		bank		liquidity		in	

the	 US.	With	 swelling	 liquidity,	 investors	 channel	

liquidity	to	emerging	markets	through	investments.

When		the		US		economy		improves		after		the		crisis,	

the	 	Fed	 	 started	 	 to	 	 implement	 	 a	 tapering	 	off	

policy	 	 in	 	 May	 	 2013,	 	 and	 	 drafts	 	 a	 policy	

normalization	 	plan	 	that	 	they	 	implement	 	since	

December	 	2015.	FOMC	(The	Federal	Open	Market
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Committee)		indicates		that		there		are		two		primary	

components	 	in	 	the	 	policy	 	normalization	 	plan.	

Firstly,		the		Fed		gradually		increases		the		range		of	

Fed	 funds	 rate	 target	 to	 a	more	 reasonable	 level.	

Secondly,	 	the	 	Fed	 	gradually	 	reduces	 	ownership		

of		Federal		Reserve		securities.

Stock	 	 	markets	 	 	in	 	 	developing	 	 	countries	 	 	tend			

to	 react	 	 negatively	 	 due	 to	 the	 	 Fed	 	 policy	

normalization		plan.		If		the		Fed		continues		to		raise	

interest	 rates	 through	 the	 normalization	 of	 the	

policy,	 	 foreign	 	 investors	 	 will	 	 respond	 	 by	

withdrawing	 	 funds	 	 and	 	 transferring	 	 their	

investment	 	 to	 	 the	 	 country	 	of	 	 origin	 	 (capital	

�light),	 	which	 	 in	 	 turn	 	affects	 	 the	 	attitude	 	of	

domestic	 	investors	 	to	 	divert	 	their	 	funds	 	to	 	the	

safer	 investments	 (�light	 to	quality).	The	desolate	

stock	market,	in	turn,	will	lead	to	the	stock	market	

index		plunge		and		the		currency		weakening.

Information		about		the		Fed		funds		rate		is		one		of	

the	bases	for	decision	making	in	stock	investment.	

Besides,	 	 investors	 	 also	 	 need	 	 to	 	 observe	 	 the	

exchange		rate		against	 	the		US		Dollar,	 	given		that	

the	exchange	rate	also	in�luences	the	development	

of	 export-import	 and	 commodity	 prices	 in	 each	

country.

When	 	 the	 	 value	 	 of	 	 the	 	 domestic	 	 currency	

depreciates,	 	 or	 	 the	 	 US	 	 Dollar	 	 strengthens,	

investors	 	tend	 	to	 	convert	 	 local	 	currency	 	into	

USD,	rather	than	investing	in	stocks	and	long-term	

investments	 	in	 	domestic	 	securities.	 	As	 	a	result,		

an	out�low	occurs.	Vice	versa,	 the	appreciation	of	

the	 	domestic	 	currency	 	encourages	 	investors	 	to	

be		interested		in		domestic		stock		investments.		The	

exchange	 	 rate	 	 depreciation	 	 that	 	 is	 	 being	

experienced	by	 Indonesia	 from	2016	 to	 the	 third	

quarter	of	2018	is	allegedly	due	to	some	external	

sentiments,	 such	 as,	 the	 Trump	 Effect,	 the	 Fed	

interest	 	rate	 	increase	 	plan,	 	and	 	the	 	US-China	

trade	war	 that	 has	 not	 subsided	 since	mid-2018.

In	 	 this	 	 study,	 	 the	 	 authors	 	 are	 	 interested	 	 in	

analyzing		whether		the		Fed		policy		normalization	

has	 	a	similar	 	impact	 	on	 	the	 	exchange	 	rate	 	and	

stock	 	 price	 	 index	 	 in	 	 �ive	 	 emerging	 	markets	

dubbed	 	the	 	'Fragile	 	Five':	 	Brazil,	 	Turkey,	 	India,	

South	 	Africa,	 	and	 	Indonesia.	 	The	 	term	 	Fragile	

Five		appears		in		early		August		2013,		when		James	

K.	Lord,	an	analyst	from	Morgan	Stanley,	explained	

the	 	research	 	related	 	to	 	the	 	investment	 	risk	 	in	

Fragile	 Five	 countries.	 This	 term	 then	 spreads	

rapidly,	 	especially	 	among	 	investors	 	who	 	were	

increasingly		concerned		about		their		shareholding	

in		developing		countries		(New	York	Times,	January	

28,		2014).

The		Fragile		Five		are		developing		countries		whose	

economies	are	vulnerable	because	they	are	highly	

dependent	 	on	 	foreign	 	capital.	 	Moreover,	 	these	

�ive	 	countries	 	experienced	 	a	sharp	 	increase	 	in	

foreign		capital		out�lows		after		the	Fed		implements	

tapering	 	off	 	or	 	retracts	 	monetary	 	stimulus	 	in	

2013.		The		�ive		countries		all		experience		a		current	

account	 	de�icit	 	resulting	 	in	 	a	sharp	 	decline	 	of	

their	 local	 currencies	 in	 the	 second	 half	 of	 2013	

(South	 China	 Morning	 Post,	 September	 6,	 2018).

The	 	 integration	 	of	 	the	 	global	 	stock	 	exchange	

makes	 	the	 	dynamics	 	of	 	stock	 	prices	 	in�luence	

each		other.	 	According		to	 	Al	 	Nasser		and		Hajilee	

(2015),		�inancial		market		integration		today		tends	

to	 	eliminate	 	barriers	 	to	 	allocate	 	capital	 	more	

ef�iciently.	 	If	 	the		stock		market		has		a	correlation	

and	 	 integration	 	 relationship	 	 that	 	 is	 	 getting	

stronger	with	the	international	market,	investment	

in		these		countries		will		become		increasingly		high	

risk.	 	 Markowitz	 	 (1952)	 	 also	 	 suggests	 	 that	

diversi�ication	 	can	 	still	 	be	 	done	 	 to	 	minimize	

portfolio	risk	as	long	as	the	correlation	coef�icient		

is		still		less		than		1.

Rodoni	 	(2008)	 	added	 	that	 	the	 	essential	 	factor		

when		investors		try		to		diversify		their		portfolio		is	

the	 low	 level	 of	 correlation	 between	 each	 return.	

The		lower		the		correlation		coef�icient,		the		higher	

the		bene�its		from		portfolio		diversi�ication.		Based	

on	 this	understanding,	 it	 is	bene�icial	 to	diversify	

outside		the		investor's		home		country.

In	 	the	 	previous	 	study,	 	Tuna	 	(2016)	 	found	 	that	

there	 	was	 	a	cointegration	 	relationship	 	between	

the	stock	exchanges	of	Fragile	Five	countries	using	

the	Maki	Cointegration	Test	method	using	monthly	

stock	 price	 data	 from	 the	 period	 June	 2006	 to
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July	 	2015.	 	This	 	study	 	also	 	provides	 	portfolio	

diversi�ication	 	 recommendations	 	 through	 	 the	

long-term		approach.

Valadkhani	 	 and	 	 Chancarat	 	 (2009)	 	 �ind	 	 out	

whether	 	 there	 	 are	 	 in�luences	 	 between	 	 15	

international	 stock	 indices	 (Argentina,	 Australia,	

Brazil,	 Germany,	 Hong	 Kong,	 Indonesia,	 Japan,	

Korea,	Malaysia,	the	Philippines,	Russia,	Singapore,	

Taiwan,	 	the	 	United	 	Kingdom,	 	and	 	the	 	United	

States)	 and	 Macroeconomic	 variables	 on	 stock	

indices	 in	 Thailand	 using	 OLS	 and	 ARCH-GARCH	

regression	methods.	The	 study	period	 consists	 of	

two	 	periods:	 	before	 	and	 	after	 	the	 	1997	 	Asian	

crisis.	 Their	 study	 �inds	 that	 international	 stock	

indices	 that	are	geographically	 far	enough	do	not	

have	 	 a	direct	 	 impact	 	 on	 	 the	 	 stock	 	 index	 	 in	

Thailand.

Meanwhile,		Dash		and		Mallick		(2011)		try		to		�ind	

the	contagion	effect	on	the	Indian	stock	exchange	

from	 	the	 	�inancial	 	crisis	 	in	 	the	 	United	 	States.	

They	 use	 the	 NASDAQ	 and	 BSE	 (India)	 indices	

during	 the	 period	 2002	 to	 2009,	 and	 dynamic	

conditional	correlation	(DCC)	multivariate	GARCH	

to	 	 measure	 	 the	 	 time-varying	 	 co-movement.			

From	 	this	 	study,	 	they	 	conclude	 	that	 	there	 	is									

a	 transmission	 between	 the	 US	 and	 Indian	 stock	

markets,	 indicated	by	a	signi�icant	 increase	in	the	

average	 correlation	 coef�icient	 between	 the	 two	

stock		exchanges		during		the		crisis		period.

Bala	 	 Sani	 	 and	 	 Hassan	 	 (2018)	 	 found	 a	

unidirectional	 	 relationship	 	 between	 	 exchange	

rates	 and	 stock	 markets	 in	 Nigeria,	 where	 the	

exchange		rate		affects		stock		price		index		returns.	

To	clarify	the	transmission	of	the	negative	relations	

between	 	exchange	 	rates	 	and	 	stock	 	price	 	index	

returns,	 	Anggitawati	 	and	 	Ekaputra	 	(2018)	 	�ind	

that		the		exchange		rate		of		the		Indonesian	Rupiah	

/US	 	 Dollar	 	 and	 	 Net	 	 Foreign	 	 In�lows	 	 shows												

a	 negative	 	 relation.	 	When	 	 Indonesian	 	 Rupiah	

depreciates,	 	 foreign	 	 investors	 	 tend	 	 to	 	 sell	

Indonesian		stock		portfolios.

In		this		research,		we		intend		to		examine		whether	

the	 normalization	 of	 the	 Fed	 Funds	 rate	 policy	

affects	 	 the	 	 causality	 	 relations	 	 between	 	 the	

exchange	 	rate	 	and	 	 the	 	stock	 	return	 	of	 	each	

Fragile	 	Five	 	countries.	 	Then,	 	we	 	continue	 	this	

research	 	by	 	analyzing	 	how	 	strong	 	the	 	level	 	of	

dynamic	 	correlation	 	between	 	stock	 	returns	 	so	

that	 	 it	 	 is	 	expected	 	to	 	provide	 	a	reference	 	to						

the	 portfolio	 diversi�ication	 in	 the	 Fragile	 Five	

countries.	 	Also,	 	 this	 	 study	 	will	 	 analyze	 	how	

strong	 the	 dynamic	 correlation	 between	 the	 �ive	

countries'		exchange		rates,		so		that		it		can		provide	

an	 idea	 of	 		how	 far	 each	 country's	 exchange	 rate	

depreciation	 can	 affect	 each	 other	 amid	 global	

uncertainties	 	after	 	the	 	Fed	 	hikes	 	interest	 	rates			

in		the		policy		normalization.

RESEARCH		METHODS

In	 this	 research,	 we	 use	 a	 quantitative	 empirical	

study	 approach.	 The	 variables	 used	 in	 this	 study	

consist	 of	 the	 daily	 stock	 returns	 of	 Fragile	 Five	

countries:	 	(1)	 	JKSE	 	(Jakarta	 	Composite	 	Index),	

(2)	 	BVSP	 	(Sao	 	Paulo	 	SE	 	Bovespa	 	Index),	 	(3)	

XU100		(Borsa		Istanbul		100		Index),		(4)		BSESN		(S	

&	 	P	BSE	 	Sensex	 	Index),	 	and	 	(5)	 	FTJ203	(FTSE	

/JSE		SA		All		Share		Index).

Furthermore,	 	we	 	also	 	use	 	daily	 	exchange	 	rate	

returns	 	from	 	Fragile	 	Five	 	countries:	 	(1)	 	IDR/	

USD	 	(Indonesian	 	Rupiah	/US	 	Dollar),	 	(2)	BRL	/	

USD	 (Brazilian	 	Real/US	 	Dollar),	 	 (3)	 	 TRY/USD	

(Turkish	 Lira/US	 Dollar),	 (4)	 INR/USD	 (Indian	

Rupee/US	 	 Dollar),	 	 and	 	 (5)	 	 ZAR/USD	 	 (South	

African	 Rand/US	 Dollar).	 We	 collect	 all	 the	 data	

from	 	Thomson	 	Reuters	 	datastream.	 	Then,	 	we	

calculate	 	each	 	stock	 	return	 	and	 	exchange	 	rate	

data		with		the		following		formula:

We	 	complete	 	the	 	analysis	 	by	 	testing	 	the	 	data	

using	 	 Granger-causality	 	 Test,	 	 VAR	 	 (Vector	

Autoregression),	 and	 DCC	 (Dynamic	 Conditional	

Correlation)	 	GARCH	 	methods.	 	VAR	 	analysis	 	 is	

used	 	 to	 	 �ind	 	 relationships	 	between	 	 variables	

through	the	test	of	Granger-causality,	and	analyze	

how		the		in�luence		of		exchange		rate		depreciation	

on	 stock	 index	 returns	 in	 �ive	 countries.	The	VAR	

test	 	 conducted	 	 in	 	 each	 	 of	 	 the	 	 Fragile	 	 Five	

countries	 	(Indonesia,	 	Brazil,	 	Turkey,	 	India,	 	and	

South	Africa)	in	the	prior	period	(2013:1-2015:12)
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and	after	 the	Fed	 funds	 rate	policy	normalization	

(2016:1-2018:10).	 Time	 series	 testing	 using	 VAR	

follows		the		following		speci�ication:

Meanwhile,	 	we	 	 use	 	 DCC	 	 GARCH	 	method	 	 to	

determine	 the	 existence	 of	 a	 dynamic	 correlation	

between		stock		index		returns		and		exchange		rates	

in		�ive		countries,		and		then		to		�ind		out		whether	

the		Fed		policy		normalization		has		an		impact		on	

the	 relationship	 of	 dynamic	 correlation	 between	

Fragile	 Five	 countries.	 Engle	 (2002)	modi�ied	 the	

DCC		model		by		allowing		the		R		correlation		matrix	

to	vary	every	time.	The	following	equation	de�ines	

the		DCC		GARCH		model:

Where	 D 	 is	 n	 x	 n,	 the	 diagonal	 matrix	 of	 the	t

conditional		standard		deviation		of		a 		time		t.		Then,	t

R 	 	is	 	the	 	matrix	 	n	x	n	 	conditional	 	correlation		t

from		a 	time		t.t	

Diagonal	 	matrix	 	 element	 	D 	 	 is	 	 the	 	 standard	t

deviation		of		the		univariate		GARCH		model,		which	

is	 	indicated	 	by	 	the	 	following	 	matrix	 	equation:

Where

Meanwhile,	 	 R 	 	 is	 	 a	 conditional	 	 (conditional)	t

correlation		matrix.

When	 	 	 specifying	 	 	 the	 	 	 shape	 	 	 of	 	 	 R ,	 	 	 two	t

requirements	 	must	 	be	 	considered:	 	(1)	 	H 	 	must		t

be		positively		de�ined		because		it		is		in		the		form		of	

a	 covariance	matrix.	To	ensure	 that	H 	 is	positive,	t

then	 	R 	 	must	 	also	 	be	 	positive	 	de�inite,	 	(2)	All	t

elements	 	in	 	the	 	correlation	 	matrix	 	R 	 	must	 	be	t

equal		to		or		less		than		one.		To		ful�ill		the		two		DCC-

GARCH		model		requirements		above,		R 		must		be		in	t

the		form		of		the		following		equations:

Q 	 	must	 	be	 	positive	 	de�inite	 	to	 	ensure	 	that	 	R 						t t

is	 	also	 	positive.	 	Then,	 	a	 	and	 	b	 	are	 	parameters	

that	 	 determine	 	 whether	 	 conditional	 	 dynamic	

correlation	 	 requirements	 	are	 	met	 	because	 	 in	

order		to		better		ensure		that		H 		is		positive,	 	both	t

scalar		parameters		a		and		b		must		also		be		positive	

and	 	 both	 	 must	 	 meet	 	 the	 	 requirements	 	 of												

0≤	a+b<1.	 	After	 	that,	 	proceed	 	with	 	estimating		

the	 	 correlation	 	 coef�icient.	 	 The	 	 correlation	

structure		can		be		expanded		into		the		general		form	

of	 the	 DCC	 GARCH	 equation	 model	 as	 follows:

Several	 	 	 previous	 	 	 GARCH	 	 	 methods	 	 	 have		

concluded	 	that	 	international	 	correlation	 	is	 	not	

constant	 	and	 	continues	 	to	 	change	 	dynamically	

over		time.		Using		150-year		data,		Goetzmann		et		al.	

(2005)	 	conclude	 	that	 	the	 	correlation	 	between	

global	 	markets	 	has	 	changed	 	signi�icantly	 	over	

time.		The		highest		correlation		is		during		the		Great	

Depression		at		the		end		of		the		19th		century,		and		

it		reappears		at		the		end		of		the		20th		century.

RESULT		AND		DISCUSSION

Before		testing		time-series		data,	 	this		study		tests	

the	 	stationarity	 	of	 	the	 	data.	 	This	 	test	 	is	 	also	

commonly	called	the	stationary	stochastic	process.	

The		stationary		testing		method		used		in		this		study	

is	 	ADF	 	(Augmented	 	Dickey-Fuller)	 	at	 	the	 	same	

level	 	 so	 	 that	 	 the	 	 data	 	 can	 	 be	 	 stationary	

simultaneously.

The		results		of		the		ADF		stationarity		test		of		each	

Fragile		Five		country		is		presented		in		Table		1.		The	

data	stationarity	test	at	the	level	degree	concludes	

that		all		variables		in		both		periods		are		stationary	

with		a	signi�icance		level		of		α	1%,		5%,		and		10%.	

This		can		be		seen		from		the		ADF		value,		which		is	

higher	 	 than	 	 the	 	value	 	of	 	MacKinnon	 	Critical	

Value.	 	 Because	 	 of	 	 all	 	 the	 	 stock	 	 price	 	 index
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and	 	 the	 	 exchange	 	 rate	 	 of	 	 each	 	 Fragile	 	 Five	

country	 	are	 	signi�icant	 	at	 	the	 	level	 	degree,	 	the	

research	 	 for	 	 each	 	 period	 	 has	 	 ful�illed	 	 the	

requirements		to		be		processed		with		the		Granger	

causality		and		VAR		methods.

Table		2		summarizes		the		results	 	of	 	the		Granger	

causality	 	test	 	between	 	the	 	stock	 	returns	 	and	

exchange	 	rate	 	in	 	each	 	country	 	before	 	the	 	Fed	

policy		normalization		period		(2013-2015).		Based	

on	 	 the	 	 results	 	of	 	 the	 	Granger	 	causality	 	 test	

obtained	in	table	2,	 it	can	be	seen	that	before	the	

normalization	 of	 the	 Fed	 policy	 was	 applied,	 we	

found	 a	 bidirectional	 relationship	 between	 the	

stock	 price	 index	 on	 the	 Borsa	 Istanbul,	 Turkey	

(XU100)	stock	exchange	and	the	Turkish	Lira	/	US	

exchange		rate		Dollar		(TRY	/	USD),		which		means	

the	 	two	 	variables	 	are	 	interconnected.	 	This	 	can		

be		seen		from		the		probability		value		below		5%		so	

that		the		two		null		hypotheses		are		rejected.

Meanwhile,	we	found		a	unidirectional		relationship	

between		South	 	African	 	Rand		/	 	US	 	Dollar	 	(ZAR				

/	USD)	 	 and	 	 South	 	African	 	 stock	 	price	 	 index		

(FTSE	 /	 JSE	 	 South	 	 Africa),	 	where	 	 ZAR	 /	 USD		

affects		the	South		African		stock		price		index		before	

normalization	 	Fed	 	policy	 	occurs.	 	This	 	can	 	be	

inferred		from		the		probability		value		below		5%		so	

that		the		null		hypothesis		which		states		that		there	

is		no		relationship		between		ZAR		/		USD		and		the	

South		African		stock		index		is		rejected		at		the		5%	

signi�icance		level.
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Variables

Augmented	Dickey-Fuller	(Level)

Before	the	Fed	
Normalization

After	the	Fed	
Normalization

JKSE

BVSP

XU100

BSESN

FTJ203

IDR/USD

BRL/USD

TRY/USD

INR/USD

ZAR/USD

-22.91907***

-25.36371***

-23.86545***

-22.79707***

-25.18369***

-14.87475***

-26.58758***

-25.10590***

-24.97126***

-26.88628***

-23.91476***

-18.85705***

-19.38527***

-21.90129***

-18.15456***

-24.08421***

-26.32872***

-21.16752***

-23.61293***

-22.75755***

Table	1.	Unit	Root	Test	(ADF	Test)

*signi�icant	at	10%,	**signi�icant	at	5%,	***signi�icant	at	1%.

Null	Hypothesis: F-Statistic Prob.

BRL/USD	does	not	Granger	Cause	
BRAZILBVSP

BRAZILBVSP	does	not	Granger	
Cause	BRL/USD

IDR/USD	does	not	Granger	
Cause	JKSE

JKSE	does	not	Granger	Cause	
IDR/USD

INR/USD	does	not	Granger	Cause	
INDIABSE

INDIABSE	does	not	Granger	Cause	
INR/USD

TRY/USD	does	not	Granger	Cause	
XU100TURKEY*

XU100TURKEY	does	not	Granger	
Cause	TRY/USD*

ZAR/USD	does	not	Granger	Cause	
FTJSAFRICA*

	FTJSAFRICA	does	not	Granger	
Cause	ZAR/USD

Table	2.	Granger	Causality	Test	Before	
Fed	Funds	Rate	Normalization

*Null	hypothesis	is	rejected

0.0918

1.3194

1.5051

1.0394

0.2081

0.8275

3.6185

3.9296

3.9659

0.57

0.9123

0.268

0.2228

0.3543

0.8122

0.4376

0.0274

0.0201

0.0194

0.5658

F-Statistic Prob.

Table	3.	Granger	Causality	Test	After	
Fed	Funds	Rate	Normalization

*Null	hypothesis	is	rejected

1.08001

2.74602

9.41554

0.09533

6.05759

0.01297

4.16575

0.06057

1.53803

0.29443

0.3403

0.0650

0.0022

0.7576

0.0141

0.9094

0.0160

0.9412

0.2154

0.5876

Null	Hypothesis:

BRL/USD	does	not	Granger	Cause	
BRAZILBVSP

BRAZILBVSP	does	not	Granger	
Cause	BRL/USD

IDR/USD	does	not	Granger	
Cause	JKSE*

JKSE	does	not	Granger	Cause	
IDR/USD

INR/USD	does	not	Granger	Cause	
INDIABSE*

INDIABSE	does	not	Granger	Cause	
INR/USD

TRY/USD	does	not	Granger	Cause	
XU100TURKEY*

XU100TURKEY	does	not	Granger	
Cause	TRY/USD

ZAR/USD	does	not	Granger	Cause	
FTJSAFRICA

FTJSAFRICA	does	not	Granger	
Cause	ZAR/USD
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After		that,		we		conduct		the		second		Granger		test	

to	 investigate	 the	 direction	 of	 relations	 between	

endogenous		variables		in		each		of		the		Fragile		Five	

countries		after		the		Fed		policy		normalization		was	

implemented	 	(2016-2018).	 	Table	 	3	 	summarizes	

the		results		of		the		Granger		causality		test		between	

the	 	stock	 	returns	 	and	 	exchange	 	rate	 	in	 	each	

country	 	after	 	 the	 	Fed	 	normalizing	 	 its	 	policy.	

Based		on		the		results		of		the		Granger		test		in		the	

following		period,		a	unidirectional		relationship		is	

found		between		the		stock		price		index		return		and	

the	exchange	rates	of	Indonesia,	Turkey,	and	India.

Rupiah	/	US	 	Dollar	 	(IDR	/	USD)	 	and	 	Composite	

Stock		Price		Index		(JKSE)		which		in		the		previous	

period	 	does	 	not	 	have	 	a	causality	 	relationship,	

have	 a	 unidirectional	 relationship	 after	 the	 Fed	

normalization,		where		IDR	/	USD		affects		JKSE.		The	

null	hypothesis,	which	states	that	IDR	/	USD	is	not	

related	 to	 JKSE,	 is	 rejected	at	 the	5%	signi�icance	

level.

Similar	 	�indings	 	are	 	also	 	found	 	in	 	India.	 	The	

exchange		rate		of		Indian		Rupee	/	US		Dollar	(INR	/	

USD)	 	and	 	BSE	 	Sensex	 	Index	 	(BSE),	 	which	 	in					

the	 	 previous	 	 period	 	 does	 	 not	 	 have	 	 a	 causal	

relationship,	 shows	 unidirectional	 relationship	

after	 	the	 	Fed	 	normalization,	 	where	 	INR	/	USD	

affects	 	the	 	BSE	 	Sensex.	 	The	 	null	 	hypothesis	 	is	

rejected		at		the		5%		signi�icance		level.

Then,		a	unidirectional		relationship		is		also		found	

in		Turkish		Lira	/	US		Dollar		(TRY	/	USD)		exchange	

rate	 and	 BIST	 stock	 index	 (XU100)	 after	 the	 Fed	

normalization,	 	which	 	 in	 	 the	 	 previous	 	 period	

there		is		a	bidirectional		relationship		between		the	

two	 	variables.	 	After	 	the	 	Fed	 	normalization,	 	the	

null	 hypothesis,	 which	 states	 that	 TRY/USD	 does	

not	 	 have	 	 a	 relationship	 	with	 	 Xu100,	 	 is	 	 also	

rejected		at		α	=	5%

After	 making	 a	 comparison	 between	 before	 and	

after	 normalization	 of	 the	 Fed's	 policy,	 this	 study	

concludes		that		Fed		fund		rate		hike		has		an		impact	

on	the	causality	relations	between	exchange	rates	

and	stock	returns	in	Indonesia,	Turkey,	and	India.

In		the		next		step,		we		conduct		a	VAR		test		to		�ind	

out	 	how	 	the	 	exchange	 	rate	 	affects	 	the	 	stock		

price	 	 index	 	 in	 	 the	 	 country	 	 affected	 	 by	 	 the	

normalization	 	of	 	the	 	Fed	 	policy.	 	The	 	results	 	of	

unrestricted		VAR		estimation		are		shown		in		Table	

4.		Based		on		the		results		obtained,		we		can		learn	

that	 	in	 	the	 	period		after	 	the	 	Fed		normalization,	

IDR	/	USD	 	 exchange	 	 rate	 	has	 	 a	negative	 	 and	

signi�icant		effect		on		Indonesian		stock		returns		at	

a	signi�icance		level		of		1%,		5%,		or		10%.

Subsequent	 	VAR	 	unrestricted	 	tests	 	also	 	found	

similar	 	results	 	 in	 	 India	 	after	 	Fed	 	 funds	 	rate	

normalization.	 	Same	 	with	 	Indonesia,	 	after	 	the	

Fed		normalization,		INR	/	USD		exchange		rate		also	

has	 	a	negative	 	and	 	signi�icant	 	effect	 	on	 	stock	

returns		in		India		at		5%		signi�icance		level.

Theoretically,	 	a	signi�icant		negative		effect		of	 	the	

exchange	 	 rate	 	 on	 	 stock	 	 price	 	 index	 	 returns	

shows	 	 that	 	 when	 	 the	 	 currency	 	 depreciates,	

import-oriented	 company	 performance	 will	 be	

depressed		so		that		investors		will		sell		their		stock	

then		causes		a	decline		in		the		stock		price		index.
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IDR/USD
[t-statistic]

JKSE	return	(-1)

JKSE	return	(-2)

IDR/USD	(-1)

IDR/USD	(-2)

Constant

-0.050533

[-1.00915]

-0.012770

[-0.25706]

-0.492042***

[-3.14257]

0.056932

[	0.36187]

0.000396

[	0.93677]

Table	4.	VAR	Results	Between	Stock	Return	and	Exchange	
Rate	in	Indonesia	After	Fed	Funds	Rate	Normalization

*signi�icant	at	10%,	**signi�icant	at	5%,	***signi�icant	at	1%.

JKSE	return
[t-statistic]

-0.005795

[-0.36338]

-0.032113

[-2.02982]

0.028827

[	0.57810]

-0.018790

[-0.37502]

0.000169

[	1.25266]

INR/USD
[t-statistic]

INDIABSE	return	(-1)

INDIABSE	return	(-2)

INR/USD	(-1)

0.037774

[	0.72308]

-0.012787

[-0.24728]

-0.375889**

Table	5.	VAR	Results	Between	Stock	Return	and	
Exchange	Rate	in	India	After	Fed	Funds	Rate	Normalization

INDIABSE	return
[t-statistic]

-0.001029

[-0.05890]

-0.021543

[-1.24604]

0.041706



Furthermore,	 	 based	 	 on	 	 the	 	 negative	 	 impact	

between		variables	 	in	 	Indonesia	 	and	 	India	 	after	

the		Fed		normalization,		it		can		be		explained		that	

the		Fed		funds		rate		hike		is		one		of		the		sentiments	

that	 	 cause	 	 capital	 	 out�lows	 	 from	 	 emerging	

markets	 	such	 	as	Indonesia	 	and	 	India	 	because	

investors	 tend	 to	 invest	 their	 funds	 in	 the	United	

States	 in	 deposits	 or	 bonds	 with	 higher	 interest	

rates	 	and	 	pro�it.	 	Capital	 	out�lows	 	from	 	these	

countries		result		in		US		Dollar		strengthening		and	

give	 	pressure	 	on	 	Rupiah	 	and	 	Rupee	 	exchange	

rates.

This		explanation		is		in		line		with		the		�indings		of	

Anggitawati		and		Ekaputra		(2018).		They		�ind		that	

the		exchange		rate		of		the		Rupiah	/	US		Dollar		and	

Net		Foreign		In�lows		has		a	negative		relationship.	

When		Rupiah		depreciates,		foreign		investors		tend	

to		sell		Indonesian		stock		portfolios.		The		surge		in	

selling		will		contribute		to		the		overall		stock		price	

decline.

Meanwhile,	 	we	 	�ind	 	different	 	results	 	in	 	Turkey	

stock		market		after		the		Fed		normalization		period.	

According		to		VAR		estimation		results		in		table		6,	

Turkish	 	Lira	/	US	 	Dollar	 	exchange	 	rate	 	has	 	a	

positive	 	impact	 	on	 	Borsa	 	Istanbul	 	stock	 	return		

in		the		second		lag.		Overall,		it		means		that		Turkish	

Lira	 	 depreciation	 	 leads	 	 to	 	 the	 	 Turkey	 	 stock	

market		appreciation.

After		conducting		the		Granger		causality		test		and	

vector		autoregression		(VAR)		method,	we	continue	

the	 analysis	 to	 the	 second	 phase	 of	 the	 research,	

DCC		MGARCH		model.	 	This		method		is	 	bene�icial	

for	 	estimating	 	the	 	dynamic	 	correlation	 	among	

variables.		So,		we		use		this		model		in		order		to		see	

how	 	 strong	 	 the	 	 level	 	 of	 	 correlation	 	 and	

integration		among		stock		returns		in		Fragile		Five	

countries.	 	 Low,	 	 zero	 	 or	 	 negative	 	 correlation	

coef�icient				allow		investors		to		manage		a	portfolio	

with	 	 lower	 	 risk	 	 than	 	 relying	 	 solely	 	 on		

investment	 	in	 	a	single	 	asset	 	(Reilly	 	and		Brown,	

2012).

Based	 	on	 	the	 	results	 	shown	 	in	 	Table	 	7,	 	the	

magnitude	 	of	 	the	 	DCC		MGARCH		coef�icient	 	can	

illustrate	 	 how	 	 strong	 	 the	 	 relationship	 	 and	

integration	 	among	 	stock	 	exchanges	 	 in	 	Fragile	

Five		countries.		From		table		7,		we		can		learn		that	

each	 	Fragile	 	Five	 	stock	 	exchange	 	has	 	positive	

dynamic		correlation		and		signi�icant		at		α	=	5%.

These	 	results	 	 indicate	 	 that	 	 stock	 	markets	 	 in	

developing	 	countries	 	are	 	correlated	 	with	 	each	

other	 	 before	 	 and	 	 after	 	 the	 	 Fed	 	 policy	

normalization.	 	 Correlation	 	 coef�icients	 	 range	

from	 	 a	 weak	 	 level	 	 of	 	 0.149439	 	 (between	

Indonesia	 	and	 	Brazil)	 	 to	 	a	moderate	 	 level	 	at	

0.519872		(between		Brazil		and		South		Africa).

After		we		conduct		the		DCC		MGARCH		estimation,	

we	 	 investigate	 	 the	 	 correlation	 	 coef�icient	

movement	 	among	 	markets	 	by	 	arranging	 	them	

into	 	the	 	graph	 	shown		by	 	Figure	 	1.	 	This	 	graph	

re�lects	 	 the	 	 development	 	 of	 	 the	 	 dynamic	

correlation		between		Fragile		Five		stock		exchanges	

over		the		period.

The		graph		shown		in		Figure		1		is		in		line		with		the	

DCC		output		in		Table		7,		and		we		learn		that		there	

are	 positive	 dynamic	 correlations	 among	 the	 �ive	

stock	 	exchanges	 	throughout	 	the	 	period	 	before	

and		after		the		Fed		policy		normalization.
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INR/USD	(-2)

Constant

[-2.41233]

0.034070

[	0.21705]

0.000419

[	1.02477]

*signi�icant	at	10%,	**signi�icant	at	5%,	***signi�icant	at	1%

[	0.80056]

-0.085585

[-1.63079]

0.000198

[	1.44681]

TRY/USD
[t-statistic]

Xu100	return	(-1)

XU100	return	(-2)

TRY/USD	(-1)

TRY/USD	(-2)

	0.012712

[	0.19411]

-0.021149

[-0.32460]

-0.145201

[-1.50102]

	0.243146**

Table	6.	VAR	Results	Between	Stock	Return	and	Exchange	
Rate	in	Turkey	After	Fed	Funds	Rate	Normalization

Xu100	return
[t-statistic]

-0.013674

[-0.31322]

	0.006545

[	0.15068]

	0.120916

[	1.87502]

-0.245961

Constant

[	2.51450]

-0.000525

[-0.59385]

*signi�icant	at	10%,	**signi�icant	at	5%,	***signi�icant	at	1%.

[-3.81556]

	0.001305

[	2.21245]
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After	 	the	 	Fed	 	funds	 	rate	 	hike	 	at	 	the	 	end	 	of			

2015,	 	 the	 	 correlations	 	 among	 	 �ive	 	 countries'	

stock	 	exchanges	 	 tend	 	 to	 	become	 	 increasingly	

stable.

Furthermore,	 	the	 	results	 	in	 	Table	 	8	 	show	 	the	

DCC	 	MGARCH	 	 coef�icient	 	 and	 	 illustrate	 	 how	

strong	 	the	 	relationship	 	and	 	integration	 	among	

the	 	foreign	 	exchange	 	markets	 	 in	 	Fragile	 	Five	

countries.	 	Based	 	on	 	this	 	model,	 	we	 	conclude		

that	 	the	 	Fragile	 	Five	 	exchange	 	rate	 	against	 	the	

US	 	 Dollar	 	 overall	 	 have	 	 a	 positive	 	 dynamic	

correlation	 	with	 	each	 	other,	 	and	 	signi�icant	 	at		

the		α	=	5%.

Moreover,	 	a	signi�icant	 	correlation	 	coef�icient	 	at	

5%	 ranges	 from	 a	 very	 low	 level,	 at	 0.1451773	

(between	 	 Rupiah	 	 and	 	 Brazillian	 	 Real)	 	 to																	

a	 moderate	 	 correlation	 	 level,	 	 amounting	 	 to	

0.5552229	 	 (between	 	Turkish	 	Lira	 	 and	 	 South	

African	 Rand).	 These	 �indings	 indicate	 that	 the	

currency	 depreciation	 occurring	 in	 each	 country	

have	 	a	similar	 	impact	 	on	 	the	 	exchange	 	rate	 	of	

other		�ive		fragile		countries,	 	especially		since		the	

Fed	 	 raised	 	 interest	 	 rates	 	 through	 	 policy	

normalization.

In	 	 line	 	with	 	 dynamic	 	 conditional	 	 correlation	

obtained	 	 from	 	 the	 	DCC	 	MGARCH	 	method	 	 in		

Table	8,	Figure	2	also	 illustrates	 the	development
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0.1494392*

0.4439338*

0.2298463*

0.3299131*

0.2374515*

0.3680411*

0.5198725*

0.2965397*

0.4264110*

0.4981032*

Coef�icient

Overall	Period

0.0364358

0.0300291

0.0362454

0.0337776

0.0350783

0.0317768

0.0266493

0.0340999

0.0305842

0.0278178

Std.	Error

0.000

Prob.

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

Corr(Indonesia,	Brazil)

Corr(Indonesia,	India)

Corr(Indonesia,	Turkey)

Corr(Indonesia,	SouthAfrica)

Corr(Brazil,	India)

Corr(Brazil,	Turkey)

Corr(Brazil,	SouthAfrica)

Corr(India,	Turkey)

Corr(India,	SouthAfrica)

Corr(Turkey,	SouthAfrica)

Correlation	between	Stock	Returns

Table	7.	Dynamic	Conditional	Correlation	Between	Stock	Returns	in	Fragile	Five	Countries

*signi�icant	at	α	=	5%

Figure	1.	Dynamic	Conditional	Correlation	of	
Fragile	Five	stock	returns

4

2

0
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6

Jan	1,	2013 Jul	1,	2014 Jan	1,	2016 Jul	1,	2017 Jan	1,	2019

cor_Indonesia_India

cor_Indonesia_South	Africa

cor_Brazil_turkey

cor_India_Turley

cor_Turkey_South	Africa

cor_Indonesia_Brazil

cor_Indonesia_Turkey

cor_Brazil_india

cor_Brazil_South	Africa

cor_India_South	Africa

Date

0.1451773*

0.4145392*

0.1624842*

0.2129730*

0.2601782*

0.3623299*

0.4621608*

0.3258525*

0.3793772*

0.5552229*

Coef.

Overall	Period

0.0419443

0.0381295

0.0421462

0.0427874

0.0406095

0.0402080

0.0389655

0.0388505

0.0387620

0.0372550

Std.	Error

0.001

Prob.

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

Corr(IDR,BRL)

Corr(IDR,INR)

Corr(IDR,TRY)

Corr(IDR,ZAR)

Corr(BRL,INR)

Corr(BRL,TRY)

Corr(BRL,ZAR)

Corr(INR,TRY)

Corr(INR,ZAR)

Corr(TRY,ZAR)

Correlation	between	
Exchange	Rates

*signi�icant	at	α	=	5%

Table	8.	Dynamic	Conditional	Correlation	Between	
Exchange	Rates	in	Fragile	Five	Countries



positive	 	 dynamic	 	 correlations	 	 among	 	 Fragile			

Five	 	exchange	 	rates	 	over	 	the	 	period.	 	After	 	the	

Fed	 	normalization	 	implemented	 	at	 	the	 	end	 	of	

2015,	the	correlation	coef�icients	tend	to	increase,	

so	we	 �ind	an	 indication	of	 the	higher	 integration	

level		among		�ive		currencies.

CONCLUSION

This	 	research	 	consists	 	of	 	two	 	different	 	phases.	

The	 �irst	 phase	 begins	 with	 the	 division	 of	 the	

research	 	period	 	into	 	two	 	periods:	 	the	 	period	

before		(2013-2015)		and		after		the		normalization	

of		the		Fed		(2016-2018)		policy		rate.		Firstly,		this	

study	 	 utilizes	 	 the	 	 Granger-causality	 	 test	 	 and	

Vector	 	Autoregression		(VAR)	 	model	 	to	 	�ind	 	out	

which	 	 countries	 	 respond	 	 to	 	 the	 	 impact	 	 of	

increasing		Fed		funds		rate		that		transmits		to		the	

forex	 and	 stock	 markets.	 Secondly,	 we	 use	 DCC	

MGARCH	 	method	 	to	 	 identify	 	how	 	strong	 	the		

level	 	of	 	integration	 	illustrated	 	by	 	the	 	dynamic	

correlation		among		stock		exchanges		and		currency	

markets	 in	 the	 Fragile	 Five	 countries	 (Indonesia,	

Brazil,		India,		Turkey,		and		South		Africa).

Based		on		the		results,		we		�ind		different		causality	

relationships	 	 in	 	 Indonesia,	 	 India,	 	and	 	Turkey	

after			the			Fed			funds			rate			normalization.			After		

the	 	normalization,	 	we	 	�ind	 	that	 	the	 	relations	

between		the		exchange		rate		and		the		stock		return	

of		the		three		countries		change		from		bi-directional	

to	 	 unidirectional	 	 relations.	 	 Based	 	 on	 	 VAR	

estimation	 	 results,	 	 local	 	 currency	 	 exchange						

rate	 	 depreciation	 	 hurts	 	 stock	 	 price	 	 returns										

in	 Indonesia	 and	 India	 in	 the	 post-normalization	

period.		Meanwhile,		we		�ind		the		opposite		impact	

in	Turkey.	Based	on	 the	DCC	GARCH	test,	we	 �ind	

positive	 	 dynamic	 	 correlation	 	 among	 	 stock	

returns		in		�ive		countries.		Besides,		the		movement	

of	 	 the	 	 correlation	 	 coef�icients	 	 among	 	 stock	

markets	 	tend	 	to	 	be	 	more	 	stable	 	after	 	the	 	Fed	

normalization	 	 period.	 	 We	 	 also	 	 �ind	 	 stable	

dynamic		correlations		among		�ive		exchange		rates:	

Rupiah,		Real,		Rupee,		Lira,		and		Rand		before		and	

after		the		Fed		normalization.

For	 	practitioners,	 	the	 	results	 	of	 	this	 	study	 	are	

useful	 	 for	 	 investors	 	 to	 	 make	 	 investment		

decisions		in		emerging		markets.		The		Fed's		policy	

direction	 affects	 stock	 returns	 and	 exchange	 rate	

movements	 	 in	 	each	 	market.	 	By	 	knowing	 	 the		

level		of		dynamic		correlation		between		the		Fragile	

Five	 capital	 and	 money	 markets,	 investors	 can	

determine	 the	 right	 portfolio	 diversi�ication	 and	

minimize	 the	 investment	 risks	 in	 the	 Fragile	 Five	

countries,	 	 primarily	 	 when	 	 global	 	 uncertainty	

occurs.	 Therefore,	 through	 this	 research,	 we	 also	

provide	 	 several	 	 recommendations	 	 as	 	 follows:

1.		 	Investors		who		want		to		obtain		bene�its		from	

	 	 	 international	 	 portfolio	 	 diversi�ication	 	 in	

							developing	countries	should	consider	Indonesia	

	 	 	 	 	or	Brazil	as	one	of	the	investment	destinations.	

						This	recommendation	is	based	on	DCC	MGARCH	

	 	 	 results	 	 that	 	 indicate	 	 a	 lower	 	 correlation	

	 	 	 	 	coef�icient	 	in	both	countries	when	paired	with	

	 	 	 	other	 	Fragile	Five	countries.	 	By	determining	

	 	 	 portfolio	 	 diversi�ication	 	 with	 	 the	 	 lowest	

	 	 	 	correlation	coef�icient,	 investors	can	minimize	

	 	 	 	 	risk	amid	negative	sentiments	 	such	as	the	Fed	

								policy	normalization.

2.	 	 Further	 research	 in	 the	 future	 should	 be	 able	

	 	 	 	 to	 	 complete	 	 the	 	 analysis	 	with	 	 additional	

	 	 	 	 	 	variables	outside	the	Fragile	Five	countries,	for	

	 	 	 	 	 	example,	Argentina,	whose	currency	was	hit	by	

	 	 	 	 the	 crisis	 in	 the	 third	 quarter	 of	 2018.	 	 Also,	

	 	 	 	 	further	research	could	analyze	the	correlation	

	 	 	 	 	 	between	Turkish	Lira	and	Euro	currency	when	

								depreciation	occurs.
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Figure	2.	Dynamic	Conditional	Correlation	
of	Fragile	Five	exchange	rates
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